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Moon Deck
Glow Line Multi-PurposeLinemarking

The Moon Deck Multi-Purpose Glow Linemarking is the application of a highly visible definitive line
marking system to navigate in darkness for pedestrian-cycleway infrastructure plus all levels of industry,
meeting work health and safety compliance.
This innovative line marking product is an ultra durable, long life, hi friction trafficable application not
affected by chemicals, acids, oils and also suitable for marine splash zones. It can be applied over any
desirable range or width with flexible options.
The innovative components used within the Moon Deck Multi-Purpose Glow Linemarking system are the
highest of quality resin based formulations, far exceeding lifespan endurance than traditional single
component and epoxy based paint coatings. Also meeting all current NATA certified Australian slip
resistant standards AS 4586:2013 class P5 the highest standard achievable.
Unlike traditional type line marking paints and thermoplastics currently used for work health and safety
obligations and compliance our Moon Deck Multi-Purpose Glow Linemarking system is the only known
product of its kind available worldwide proudly designed and manufactured in Australia.

Multi-Purpose by the following key factors
· High visibility line marking in normal daylight or any ambient lighting for all forms of private, public and
government infrastructure. Plus all levels of safety mitigation in both public, retail and industry,
work place health and safety compliance in either outdoor or indoor environments.

Colour Range

Natural on Grey base
Luna White

· The unique addition of renewably charged emergency way- finding visibility in areas of darkness or
emergency evacuation navigation or orientation as a result from either power outage or smoke inundation
both internally and outdoors placed at ground level that is not reliant by external power supply.
The Moon Deck system can be applied to any suitably prepared concrete, asphalt, timber, composite or
suitably prepared and primed ferrous or non-ferrous metal substrates.

Safety Yellow
Cycle-Lane Green

Additional technical data and product compatibility can assessed by our NACE International.
Certified Level 2 Coatings Inspectors and Project Specification Consultants.
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